A Natural Disaster

In a normal afternoon, a natural disaster struck the southern-west part of China. It was a violent earthquake that rarely takes place in this region. As a consequence, most buildings collapsed because they were not designed to withstand the destructive shaking. What's more, the residents were too panicked to deal with the incident calmly due to the lack of knowledge about earthquakes. The earthquake claimed thousands of lives and even turned cities into remains. Lots of people became homeless and desperately needed aid from the outside world.

The most imperative problem the authorities concerned would face is the public hygiene. If the corpses of the deceased can't be properly dealt with, it is very likely that the bodies will easily breed bacteria and thus affect the public sanitary. Also, it is of crucial importance that rescue teams from international organizations come to help as soon as possible. Last but not least, the government should establish an agency to help locals rebuild their hometown, instead of distributing daily necessities and money only. Only by working with one heart can we restore peace and harmony to the affected areas and help locals walk out of the grief and move on.